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List of Acronyms 

QRC Quick Read Code 

CoC Chain of Custody 

ID Identity or Username 

PW Password 

LP Logistics Provider 

2. Welcome/introduction 

Welcome and introduction 

3. What you can do as a Supplier 

The Supplier constitutes the first ring of the CoC. The Supplier can generate the QRC related to one lot of its 

raw material and declare what is going to be the next ring in the CoC. It is also possible to split the lot into 
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several sub-lots in order to sell the sub-lots to several customers via several dedicated means of 

transportation. 

Before proceeding, you need to set-up VAREYE with your own information, like declaring what is the 

material that you produce and what are the Companies and Users that will transport and receive your 

material. The set-up is usually done once and forever. Later we shall concentrate on the day-to-day 

operations. 

4. Viewing the status of supplies 

Viewing the status of supplies 

5. Set-up a “Material” to supply 

Set-up a Material 

6. Set-up a Company 

Set-up a Company 

7. Set-up an User within a Company 

Set-up an User 

8. Generating a Supply lot 

In order to generate a supply lot and the related Quick Read Code, you must have defined 

a) the Logistics Provider (LP) or a Warehouse (if you deliver it yourself) 

b) the destination of your supply (i.e., a Transformer or an End-User) 

c) the Material that you supply 

 as described before in the system set-up. Proceed like this: 

1. Select from the top menu “CoC” 

2. Select the green “Create Supply” button 

3. In the pop-up window choose the Material, the weight of your lot, the destination.  

4. Add any note that you need and press “Save” 

http://www.metalsupplyexperts.com/
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5. You shall land back to the list of your supplies. Your newly generated supply will be the first in the 

list  (you can change this order by pressing the word “Timestamp”.  

9. Creating a transportation for the Supply lot 

Once the supply is produced, it is possible to transport it to the next destination. This is a very relevant part 

of the CoC that must be executed carefully in order to guarantee the continuity of the Chain of Custody. 

You have two choices to transport your materials: the self-managed transportation and the transportation 

via a third-party entity. You can use both of them to ship your supply to the next ring of the Chain of 

Custody. 

Create a self-managed transportation 

Create a transportation via third-party LP 

10. Checking the status of the transportation for your Supply 

To maintain full control and overview of all the transportations that you created and to have access to the 

details and status of each single transportation for your supply, please follow the following instructions: 

Check the transportation status of a supply 
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